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Unit circle project

Every year, I assign my Pre-Calculus and Algebra 2 Honors classes a United Circle Art project, which I got from Miss Rudolph. I loved its guidelines and rubric, and I've used it in my classes since 2016 and 2017. I don't have pictures of the projects I have before as I probably wasn't
blogging then. The toga really stands out from the student who graduated from college last year! So I've been doing this for a while, but Ms. Rudolph really helped me with her rubric. I assign this as a 30-point draft, and the top three earn 1, 2, and 3 extra credit points. The winners are
chosen by another teacher and sometimes their students. This year, the winner was the HQ-night circle, a game in the trivial game HQ, which we try to play from time to time in one of my classes. It was fun to tweet @hqtrivia and get a ton of likes. And @ScottRogowsky, the host, posted on
Instagram! That was fun today... here are some other creative projects. Swimming lines/lanes! The details of this website are amazing!! See the x and y in the spiders?? Bowling - the bowling ball slides back and forth! I had this as a boomerang, but I lost it... A good use of the unitary circle
tie tie! watermelon surfboard Fortnight Lake Okeechobee I shout for the Unitarian Circle! Where will I put this in my house?? The nickname of the student who did this is Mr. 300 This was smart... a doodle error! Licorice... It's not supposed to bring food, but it was sweet... More food... happy
students. I used this a lot for demonstration when students were confused. Pokemon with a Sigma Big Ben Pac Man on your computer! Famous building in Brazil Our ridge! Cool sun artwork Wheel of Fortune! This project will have 2 parts: 100 points of online work and 100 points of the
creation of a circle of units. The project will take place no later than Tuesday, May 21. Part I School Yourself will create an account on the Link website You must complete the 10 lessons assigned. Each lesson is worth 10 points to the total of 100 points. You will need to send a screenshot
(or image of your phone) of each lesson completion. I can also ask you to login to your account and verify. Part II Create a representation of the circle of the unit It is necessary to make a creative representation of the circle of units that contains the following: English measurements in
degrees Angle measurements in radians Point at each angle in the Circle of Units A rubric will be provided. Unit Circle Project Rubric.pdf Here is an awesome link (phet simulator) that will provide you with assistance as well as the ability to see the relationship between the unit circle and
sine, cosine and tangent. Link This site may contain Amazon affiliate links. As an Amazon partner, I earn a qualified purchasing fee. This has no cost to you. Thank you for your support of this blog. After years of watching other teachers share images of the unity circle his students created, I
decided to finally take the step.  I assigned my trig students the task of creating a visual representation (2d or 3d) of the unit circle instead of a biannual test in trigonometry. A good side effect of these projects is that I now have a lot more student work decorating my classroom!  I teach
mostly Algebra 1, so it's been fun to watch these students notice the projects and start asking questions about what a circle of units is! Looking through the projects, the biggest problem my students are having is wanting to space all angles evenly.  However, the fact that you most likely
have no pertractors at home is probably the main culprit! That's what they're going for or coming!  (Be sure to scroll to the bottom to see how a student combined his passions for welding and trigonometry!) Unit Circle Flower: United Circle Clock: Phases of the Unitarian Circle: (You'll have to
excuse the fact that my feet ended up in the shot. Ui...  At least I was wearing beautiful shoes.) The dollar of the unit: Yes, it's called In the dock of confidence. Unit Circle Alien: Unit Circle Picycle: Unit Circle Ferris Wheel: And here's the one that generated the most conversation among my
students from other classes. Sawblade Circle of Units: 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Home School, Personal Students Linear Teacher Functions through a Star Wars and Lego activity. Read more
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